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Learn how three Oracle customers are applying  

smart storage solutions to improve performance,  

TCO and storage management.



INTRODUCTION

Data is the lifeblood of every enterprise and organization today. Whether it’s information 

about customers, inventory, shipments, financials, patient records, test results – in some 

cases, all the above – databases are among an organization’s most valuable assets. 

Databases are also at the core of almost every enterprise’s key applications, ranging from 

enterprise resource planning, business intelligence, and customer relationship management 

to sales tracking, distribution, and financials.

Consequently, how data is stored, moved, and used is a core function of an IT department. 

That’s why enterprises turn to a market leader such as Oracle for their database management 

needs. For more than two decades, Oracle has been the preeminent supplier of relational 

database management systems (RDBMS), providing the backbone for transactional and 

business-processing applications.

STORAGE-RELATED CHALLENGES FOR ORACLE ENTERPRISES

As important as databases are, and as much as they have been improved over the years, less 

attention has been paid to the storage infrastructures on which they reside. Storage systems 

based on spinning-disk technology have been the traditional means of storing large amounts 

of data. But these legacy systems have many drawbacks: their performance often fails to 

keep pace with the demands of ever-more sophisticated applications; their management 

complexity can overwhelm the time and expertise of IT staffs; and their onerous business 

models can burden an organization’s capital and operating budgets for years.

Oracle database administrators (DBAs) understand the twin challenges that large-scale  

data warehouses pose for storage systems: the cost of infrastructure and the ability to 

effectively deliver large amounts of time-sensitive data for strategic analysis. This is 

borne out by the fact that many enterprises feel they must maintain separate storage 

infrastructures – high-capacity systems for data warehouses and high-performance 

platforms for core production applications. However, redundancy increases capital and 

operating costs, and imposes excessive management overhead. 

Inefficiencies are common when ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) workloads are executed 

periodically to bring a dataset into a data warehouse. That’s because the “extract” and 

“load” operations are highly I/O intensive and may take hours or days to complete when 

using spinning-disk storage systems. This means reporting and analytic functions may not 

have access to the same up-to-date information contained in production applications.  

As a result, analytics relying on dated information – even hours or days old – can lead to  

less valuable or misinformed conclusions. 

Smart Storage solutions from Pure Storage can solve both of these problems. By allowing 

multiple databases (including OLTP and OLAP workloads) to coexist on a single array,  

Pure lowers capital and operating costs for storage. In addition, instantaneous snapshots 

can replace both the “E” and “L” functions in ETL processes, making real-time BI possible.
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APPLYING SMART STORAGE SOLUTIONS TO ORACLE DATABASES
A Smart Storage solution from Pure Storage can provide benefits in three areas: performance, total cost of ownership, and storage management.

1. PERFORMANCE
 The performance of an Oracle database is extremely sensitive to the speed and 

resilience of the underlying storage. To support the demands of critical database 

applications – on-line transaction processing, data warehousing, business intelligence 

and ad-hoc queries – the storage infrastructure must be fast, agile, and reliable.

 Lagging performance from disk-based storage systems can be identified using  

Oracle’s Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) utility to determine if a database is  

I/O bound. The AWR report provides details about the amount of time a database 

spends waiting for I/O, as well as the type of I/O causing the wait time. Some of the 

most common I/O wait events include db file parallel write, db file sequential read, log 

file sync, and log file parallel write. If these or any other I/O wait events appear in the 

“Top 5 Timed Foreground Events” section of an AWR report, the database will benefit 

from flash storage. 

 All-flash arrays from Pure Storage improve performance dramatically – sometimes 

by orders of magnitude. Pure arrays deliver up to 400,000 IOPS, consistent sub-

millisecond latencies, ultra-high availability and resilience, and no interruptions in 

availability when upgrades or maintenance are required.

 Customers deploying Oracle databases running on Pure flash arrays report startling 

improvements in the response time of applications. Queries are answered in minutes 

or seconds. Essential reports are completed in half, a quarter, even a tenth of the time 

compared to disk-based systems. And complex business-intelligence analysis now 

yields unprecedented insight into key business operations in near real-time, providing 

organizations with the agility needed to respond to ever faster changes in market 

dynamics. Previously, real-time analytics were unthinkable due to lengthy data-

processing cycles and the inability of IT systems to simultaneously accommodate  

both production applications and analytics.

100%
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The City of Garland, Texas experienced dramatic improvements in application speeds, and management time has 
dropped substantially. Even better, consolidation on Pure saved Garland millions in annual licensing costs.

 

THE ORGANIZATION

The City of Garland, TX, has a population of over 230,000. The city’s IT department – which 

operates three data centers and connects to nearly 50 sites around the city – supports 40 

departments, including the municipal utility supplying electricity, water, and waste-disposal 

services. More than 300 production servers run a broad range of applications, including 

human resources, finance, e-mail, imaging, code enforcement, GIS, and utility billing. 

THE CHALLENGE

The city needed better storage to support its implementation of virtual desktop 

infrastructure (VDI). It also encountered persistent problems with the performance of two 

key applications – utility billing and human resources.

THE SOLUTION

During its search for storage solutions, the city arranged for a proof-of-concept trial with 

Pure Storage, and decided to test the array with its two toughest problems. The IT team 

ported the billing and HR databases onto the Pure array on a Saturday, without telling any of 

the affected users. Monday morning, they got a call from customer support for utility billing 

asking “What did you do? Our report process that usually takes 24 hours just finished in 4 

hours.” A similar response came from HR.

Once a FlashArray from Pure was purchased and installed, the city immediately started 

the migration of its key Oracle databases along with their associated applications, which 

included finance, e-mail, imaging, building inspections, and emergency services. 

KEY BENEFITS

Customer service for the utility has noticed greatly improved performance, mainly because 

their big overnight batch jobs finished much more quickly after being moved over to 

Pure. Now, call center wait times are much shorter, and if a resident makes a payment to 

restore service, it’s processed right away. Human resources applications also have seen 

big improvements. The critical payroll application used to take 14 hours to run. It now runs 

consistently between 30 and 60 minutes. 

By moving the city’s databases to Pure, time spent managing applications has been 

dramatically reduced. The IT department used to have database administrators who stayed 

up all night for big projects like month-end billing. Since transitioning to Pure, they haven’t 

had to do that.

The capacity and improved performance provided by the Pure array has indirectly helped 

save millions of dollars in licensing costs for Oracle servers. Having been told by Oracle that 

the city may need to license more than 100 server cores if they wanted to include Oracle 

servers in their virtualized server architecture – at a cost of more than $4 million to be fully 

licensed – and then face expensive yearly support, the city had to find a way to consolidate 

the Oracle databases on fewer servers. With the high rate of data compression provided by 

Pure, the city could accommodate all the data required by Oracle without a problem. And 

with the increased I/O performance, it could reduce the number of processor cores needed 

to support the application. The city now needs licenses for only 16 cores, instead of more 

than 100, saving millions of dollars annually.
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The entire Davenport community relied on Oracle databases for key university functions, but underlying legacy storage 
could not keep up with demand. After switching to Pure, application performance jumped 5x on average. 

 

THE ORGANIZATION

Davenport University serves about 8,500 students on several campuses across Michigan, 

with specialties in business, technology, and health professions. End-users throughout  

the university community rely on Banner ERP software for routinely used applications  

such as enrollment, class scheduling, grade entry, billing, and payment. Another key 

application suite is Blackboard Analytics, which draws upon a data warehouse to produce 

a daily report that gives senior administrators a comprehensive picture of all aspects of 

university operations.

THE CHALLENGE

The school’s IT department is charged with keeping the Banner and Blackboard  

applications up and running at all times. That became an increasingly challenging task  

when the university’s legacy spinning-disk storage system started to lag behind user 

demands. Latencies for key applications regularly reached as high as 20 ms, causing 

unacceptable delays in response times for students, faculty, staff, and administrators. 

Problems with storage performance were especially evident in the nightly run of the key 

report for senior administrators.

THE SOLUTION

The IT staff evaluated a short list of storage suppliers, including Pure Storage. In addition  

to high performance, the team wanted essential features such as deduplication, replication, 

and simplified administration, as well as a storage solution that offered a smooth expansion 

path as future needs dictated, particularly with respect to plans to build a virtual desktop 

infrastructure (VDI). Pure Storage checked all the boxes. Senior administrators were 

particularly impressed with the Evergreen™ Storage program, which guarantees non-

disruptive upgrades to the latest technology – including new controllers every three years 

– as long as an array is on a maintenance contract.

KEY BENEFITS

Once installed, the two Pure Storage arrays provided Davenport with numerous benefits. 

Primary among them is the improved performance of the Banner and Blackboard 

applications. Since the Oracle databases have been moved onto Pure Storage, I/O wait 

states have fallen on average from 5 ms to 1 ms, a reduction of 80%. Average active session 

time has been reduced from 2.44 seconds to 1.56 seconds, which directly translates into 

improved responsiveness for end-users of the Banner application. Sequential read times for 

access to Oracle have fallen by as much as 85% since installation of the Pure Storage array, 

and up to 90% for direct reads. 

The time taken to generate the critical Blackboard Analytics report has been reduced from 

eight hours to less than six hours, giving IT staff more flexibility in case they need to make 

changes. The university’s spinning-disk system had no deduplication; with Pure, the school 

is seeing 5:1 data reduction across the board. As a result, IT staff can spin up new test 

databases whenever they are needed, and can store more data at lower cost. 
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APPLYING SMART STORAGE SOLUTIONS TO ORACLE DATABASES

2. TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
 Pure Storage solutions reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) in several ways.

 FIRST, the data-compression and deduplication features of Pure arrays sharply 

reduce the total amount of storage that must be purchased. Data-reduction ratios 

commonly run 3:1 on Oracle databases, and sometimes higher. This means an 

enterprise can store more data at less cost, and can consolidate multiple databases 

on a single storage array. In addition, a smaller storage footprint saves on power and 

cooling costs, as well as co-location charges.

 SECOND, the revolutionary Evergreen™ Storage business model from Pure reduces 

long-term costs by allowing disruption-free upgrades and capacity expansion over  

the life of the system, and eliminating forklift upgrades every three or four years.  

Pure Storage keeps data and applications in place, and upgrades its storage 

technology without imposing disorderly migrations. This is a radical departure from 

the approach storage vendors have traditionally taken, where data and applications 

must be moved, at considerable time and expense, to accommodate the deployment 

of new storage hardware.

 THIRD, using Pure Storage can result in a reduction in Oracle licensing costs.  

Because data-compression and encryption-at-rest are features included in Pure 

Storage arrays at no extra cost, customers do not have to pay to license these features 

from Oracle. Moreover, significant savings in licensing costs can come from better  

use of processing “cores,” which is a common metric for determining the number 

of Oracle licenses. Pure Storage can reduce the number of cores by applying 

compression and data-reduction on the storage array rather than on the database, 

and by allowing multiple databases to be concentrated on one array. By saving cores 

for server and application processing instead of storage-related activity, fewer core 

licenses are needed.

 FINALLY, TCO is reduced because Pure Storage requires so little management 

attention. In most cases, customers do not need a dedicated storage administrator. 

Instead, managing Pure arrays is so effortless that virtually any member of IT staff can 

handle system administration needs as they arise.
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With a heavy reliance on data analytics for business intelligence, SkullCandy tested several all-flash solutions to 
meet their needs. Pure Storage was the only vendor to meet or exceed all of their benchmarks.

 

THE ORGANIZATION

Skullcandy, founded in 2003 and based in Park City, Utah, markets specialized audio 

products for action sport athletes and the general consumer market. Skullcandy depends 

heavily on data analysis to make intelligent business decisions. Data analysis is made 

possible by using a virtualized data center based on VMware® vSphere, which hosts large 

client databases, a data warehouse, forecasting systems, and business analytics.

THE CHALLENGE

Storing and analyzing large volumes of data on a legacy storage system came at a steep 

price, including high management overhead and sharp increases in the amount of data-

center space required to accommodate new influxes of data.

THE SOLUTION

The IT team decided to explore all-flash storage solutions, and challenged Pure Storage 

and several other vendors to compete in a storage performance duel using Skullcandy’s 

production data. The IT team copied as much of its production environment as possible, 

including several of its large Oracle databases. Then they guided the vendors through 

different tests designed to measure performance scalability in Skullcandy’s environment. 

Pure Storage was the only vendor to meet or exceed every expectation and excelled while 

balancing performance, scalability, and simplicity – all with reasonable cost.

KEY BENEFITS

With Pure Storage, Skullcandy has freed the data center space previously occupied by 

several legacy disk arrays. By consolidating databases that were previously spread across 

multiple servers and storage volumes onto a single server and Pure FlashArray, Skullcandy 

significantly reduced pending database licensing costs with Oracle. Skullcandy does not 

have a dedicated storage administrator, and with its new FlashArray, there's no need.  

They have also eliminated their storage management overhead.
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APPLYING SMART STORAGE SOLUTIONS TO ORACLE DATABASES

3. STORAGE MANAGEMENT
 One of the greatest benefits Pure Storage offers to Oracle customers is a radically 

simplified approach to storage management. The best thing that can happen to an 

Oracle DBA regarding storage is not to have to worry about it at all. Pure Storage 

comes as close to delivering that ideal as any storage supplier. This means Oracle 

DBAs can concentrate their valuable time on more strategic initiatives to extract 

maximum value from an enterprise’s database. 

 Effortless management is inherent in the fundamental architecture and design of 

a Pure Storage FlashArray. It’s easy to administer – while taking full advantage of 

the unique capabilities of flash. There’s no tuning, no complex LUN management, 

no RAID compromises, and no block alignment issues. Similarly, Automatic Storage 

Management (ASM) and file system architectures benefit equally. DBAs don’t need to 

switch from one to the other to accelerate a database; both are equally fast. 

 Unlike disk-based storage, multiple LUNs are not required to gain IOPS. The IOPS 

capability of a Pure Storage FlashArray is a function of the controllers, not how many 

LUNs are behind them. 

 Finally, Pure Storage is an all-flash solution, not a tiered hybrid or caching approach. 

The problem with caches is that they cannot cache everything, which leads to cache 

misses. Cache misses invariably lead to degraded and unpredictable performance. 

Pure Storage performance is fast, consistent, and predictable because all data is 

handled by flash all the time. 

 As a result of these design principles, provisioning disk space is extremely simple. With 

hard-disk drives, a DBA must find where and how space can be allocated for a new or 

expanded database. With Pure, just create a LUN and volume, and the task is finished. 

Worries about block sizes and other performance-tuning tools are similarly eliminated.

 Moreover, the data-reduction features of Pure arrays mean more databases can be 

accommodated on fewer storage devices. And the unmatched performance of Pure 

arrays allows multiple/different workloads to be run simultaneously, without impacting 

performance or causing conflicts.

 As much as DBAs want to avoid worrying about storage, it's important for them to 

monitor storage performance, either while diagnosing a problem or as a means of 

avoiding problems in the first place. But traditionally, DBAs do not have access to the 

management consoles of storage systems. Pure Storage solves this problem by offering 

a free plug-in to the Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) monitoring and management 

tool that allows a DBA to see the Pure array and check vital signs such as latency, 

IOPS, and bandwidth. With the high performance and reliability of Pure Storage arrays, 

storage is rarely if ever the bottleneck in an application, and access to the storage 

console means a DBA can quickly eliminate storage as the source of a problem.

 Of high interest to DBAs are Pure’s snapshot capabilities. Snapshots are a valuable 

tool that can be used to create clones for application development and testing, or for 

replication and backup. Advanced technology from Pure Storage makes snapshots an 

inherent part of the Purity Operating Environment, Pure’s software layer. Snapshots 

share the same metadata structure as volumes, and impose no additional costs on 

capacity and performance. This means snapshots can be performed at will – up to 

50,000 in the latest version of the Purity software. While snapshots do not replace 

backup tools and procedures, they do allow them to work faster in the background.

 Another management challenge faced by many Oracle shops is “database sprawl” – 

the growth in number and size of databases deployed and their expanding functions 

in an enterprise that relies upon them. This is especially true for companies where 

software development is a major activity, and development teams are constantly asking 

IT to spin up additional copies of databases, but can also extend to BI teams that want 

to perform complex analysis on ever-growing volumes of operational data.

 Pure Storage addresses database sprawl in several ways. High data-compression 

rates mean multiple copies of databases can be created without a significant impact on 

overall storage capacity. Moreover, snapshots and cloning make the process of copying 

databases quick and simple. And Pure Storage has formed partnerships with other IT 

vendors, such as CommVault, whose complementary solutions, like IntelliSnap, help 

tackle the challenges of database sprawl. IntelliSnap backup works with storage arrays 

to enable DBAs to create point-in-time snapshots of the data used for backups.
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Processing around 300,000 transactions per day, Navitus had to ensure fast and accurate delivery of data.  
With Pure Storage all-flash, data warehouse and payments cycle reporting times dropped by 50%.

 

THE ORGANIZATION

Navitus Health Solutions is a pharmacy benefits management provider whose mission is to 

drive fundamental changes in the industry through an emphasis on customer satisfaction, 

transparency in operations, cost efficiency, and full pass-through of rebates and discounts. 

To deliver on those promises, Navitus relies on its information systems for fast, accurate 

processing of claims and timely delivery of data to support customer service agents. Navitus 

serves some 300 clients nationwide – both employers and pharmacies – with a total of more 

than five million members. The company processes an average of 300,000 transactions a 

day.

THE CHALLENGE

Among the major challenges faced by the IT department are a continuing increase in 

the volume and complexity of data, the need to be fast and agile in how that data is 

processed, and stringent requirements for the security of patient information. Adding to 

those challenges was the recent launch of a subsidiary specialty pharmacy. This ever-more-

complex environment prompted Navitus to rethink its data storage strategy.

THE SOLUTION

After learning about Pure Storage at VMworld, Navitus’ IT staff evaluated its offerings. In 

addition to confirming that Pure Storage flash arrays deliver significantly better performance 

and simplicity than their own legacy storage, they were impressed that the arrays offered 

encryption-at-rest as a standard feature – an important requirement for many of Navitus’ 

clients. Navitus initially purchased two FlashArray//m20 models, one each for data centers in 

Appleton and Madison, Wisconsin.

KEY BENEFITS

Once installed, the IT staff immediately saw benefits from the Pure Storage arrays. Prior to 

the Pure Storage array, data warehouse report run times would fluctuate, raising the risk that 

information of high importance to clients might not always be available on time. The Pure 

Storage arrays provided consistent performance and have shortened the run time window 

by 50%. 

Also benefiting from Pure Storage is a payments cycle application used regularly by the 

finance staff. That used to take eight hours to process, but now it has been cut to four hours, 

simply by putting it on the Pure Storage array.

All the company’s key applications – including CRM, business intelligence, and claims 

processing, and the Oracle databases they use – have been moved onto Pure Storage 

arrays. The staff used Oracle Enterprise Manager to look at I/O against the database, and 

“it dropped like a rock,” according to one IT staff member, “because it was all done through 

flash. The performance is incredibly speedy, and makes all our queries run much faster.” The 

impact of the faster storage is more consistent response times, which makes for a better 

experience for employees and customers alike. 

Navitus also reported a reduction in processing times for the vital adjudication application, 

which responds to pharmacies’ requests to approve payment for a prescription. Processing 

times dropped by several hundredths of a second, which adds up to a big improvement 

across 300,000 transactions a day.

The data-reduction features of the Pure Storage array mean an Oracle database that used to 

consume 9TB now takes up just 3TB.
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SUMMARY
Enterprises whose most important workloads use Oracle databases will benefit in multiple ways from moving those databases and applications 

onto all-flash arrays from Pure Storage. They can expect that:

• Database-dependent applications WILL RUN MUCH FASTER, improving employee productivity as well as responsiveness to customers 

and business partners.

• Projects that draw upon large stores of data, such as complex BI analysis, WILL BECOME FEASIBLE TO PERFORM on a regular basis.

• Database administrators WILL HAVE A FAR EASIER TIME OPTIMIZING the relationship between database performance and storage.

• Total cost of ownership for database-related storage WILL BE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER.
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